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It’s a pleasure to introduce you to our Annual
Review for 2018/19, which is my first since
being appointed Chair.

The success of our long-standing campaign to
ensure the regulator Ofwat gets tougher on
water companies’ financing costs, means
customers can already look forward to the best

That was evident right at the start of the year
when companies were still dealing with the
aftermath of Storm Emma and the Beast from
the East. The severe dip in temperature and
then sudden thaw caused widespread disruption
with more than 200,000 customers losing their
water supply from four hours up to several days.
During the spring we carried out research in the
worst affected areas to gauge how well
companies had supported their customers and
fed our findings into the regulator Ofwat’s wider
review. We found that poor handling of the
disruption by companies including Thames
Water, Southern Water, South East Water and
Severn Trent had made life more challenging for
many people than it needed to be2. We urged
the whole industry to implement our

We also called on companies to lead by example
by redoubling their efforts to reduce the amount
of water lost through leaky pipes. In August we
published our Water, water everywhere?
Delivering resilient water and wastewater
services report, which highlighted the poor
leakage performance of some companies - nine
of which had failed their regulatory targets. We
called on the industry to take action
immediately to reduce the 3.1 billion litres of
water lost through leakage every day.
Rising temperatures and interest in the
industry gave us a platform to make sure the
views of consumers were heard during another
record-breaking year of media coverage for us.
Our experts carried out a wide range of
interviews during and after the heatwave,
offering insight on everything from hosepipe
bans and leakage to shareholder dividends and

The Price Review is the five-year regulatory price-setting process which sets the limits on what water companies can charge their
customers, along with the service commitments and investment they must deliver in return.
2
Our research covered regions supplied by Thames Water, South East Water, Affinity Water, Southern Water, Affinity Water, South West
Water and Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water. These supply areas suffered the most significant disruption.
1

2
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Water companies also felt the full force of our
pressure and influence as we challenged the
industry’s poor performers to raise their game
on issues ranging from leakage and supply
disruptions to complaint handling and support
for those in vulnerable circumstances. In many
cases, such as complaints, this has already led
to significant improvements for consumers. But
there remains much more to be done, especially
as we head towards the conclusion of the Price
Review1 in December 2019.

Our challenge will then be to hold the industry
to account and make sure it delivers on its
commitments to customers. In the last year,
we’ve seen that some companies cannot be
trusted to keep their promises.

As we headed into the summer, the weather
posed another major challenge, only this time
companies found themselves feeling the heat
from sweltering temperatures during one of
the driest spells on record in England. With the
threat of a drought looming larger by the day,
we supported efforts by the industry to help
consumers understand the importance of using
water wisely.

RELIABLE WATER &
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Whether it was returning £2 million in
financial redress to the thousands of customers
who turned to us for support with a complaint,
or campaigning to ensure more than half a
million low-income households are now
receiving financial help with their water bills –
the benefits of our work were felt by millions of
people.

recommendations and also called on Ofwat to
take strong action against any company that
was guilty of repeating the same failures in the
future.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

I hope you enjoy reading more about the
considerable achievements we’ve been able
to secure for water consumers, against the
backdrop of another extremely challenging 12
months for the sector.

price settlement since privatisation. Most
households will see flat - or even falling - bills
after inflation is added, in return for a large
package of investment in protecting the
environment and the services that matter most
to customers. Consumers can count on us to
keep the pressure on the industry to deliver the
best possible deal for them as we head towards
Ofwat’s final decisions on price, service and
investment.
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Reflections from our Chair

Thousands of other cash-strapped households
also used our Benefits Calculator to unlock
potential welfare benefit entitlements totalling
£10.1 million.

Non-household complaints handled by CCWater
more than tripled during the first year of the
market and have shown little sign of receding
in the past 12 months, with the increase being
driven by a small number of poor performing
retailers. Our regional teams continued to work
closely with these companies to identify and
tackle the root causes, as well as publicly
calling out bad performance.
Despite these challenges, almost nine out of
ten business customers in England who have
switched supplier expressed satisfaction with
the process4, showing that once retailers reduce
complaints and improve customer awareness,
confidence and activity in the market should
continue to grow.

Robert Light
Chair
Consumer Council for Water

We’ll be demanding more of ourselves and the
industry on everything from driving down
complaints and stamping out poor service to

Many of the affordability and assistance figures in our annual review are provisional and therefore still subject to change at the time
of publication.
4
Testing the Waters: Business customers’ views on their water and sewerage services 2018.
3

3
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We’re immensely proud of what we’ve achieved
over the past 12 months but there is still a huge
amount of hard work ahead of us. In the coming
year we will be campaigning even harder on the
issues that consumers have made clear to us
should be our priority.

improving support for the most vulnerable
households and making sure the price review
delivers on its promises to customers.
Companies that come up short can expect us to
hold them to account.

RELIABLE WATER &
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These tools formed a vital part of our campaign
to ensure customers facing financial hardship
do not live in fear of being unable to pay their
bills. We maintained our pressure on
companies to expand the help available and
increase consumer awareness of this assistance.
Latest figures from 2018/19 show that the
number of customers supported through
social tariff schemes increased by 36 per cent
to 533,0003. This is encouraging progress, but
we believe that the industry can still do more to
help those struggling to pay. That’s why we will
keep calling on companies to follow the lead of
United Utilities, Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water and
Yorkshire Water in contributing some of their
own profits towards these schemes, rather than
relying on funding from other customers’ bills.

Another area of major concern for us was the
retail water market in England, which marked
its second anniversary in April 2019. Giving
businesses and other non-household customers
the freedom to switch water retailer was meant
to improve service and increase satisfaction
levels, but the market has remained hampered
by rising complaints against some companies.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

Our impact was also felt online where more
than 3 million people engaged with us through
our website and social media. Online tools like
our water meter calculator continued to attract
a wave of visitors eager to see if they could
save money by switching to a meter. During the
year it was used more than 300,000 times and
identified potential bill savings in excess of £19
million.
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customer perceptions. By the end of 2018/19
our media activity had reached a total potential
audience of 322 million people.
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Your Water - Your Watchdog

RIGHT FIRST TIME

As the independent, statutory consumer body
for the sector our work championing the
interests of consumers is enormously varied.
Every day we provide advice to people on their

Every year we also carry out a wide range of
research examining consumers’ views on their
water company and the services it provides, as
well as attitudes to protecting the environment,
tap water, saving water and competition in the
sector. These provide us with an invaluable

insight that we use to influence water
companies, regulators and UK and Welsh
Government to try and ensure they make
decisions that address consumers’ priorities and
concerns.
It also enables us to play a pivotal role in the
industry’s five-year price-setting process so that
the regulator Ofwat and water companies listen
to what customers want and deliver a package
that reflects the quality of services they expect,
at a price they find acceptable.
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If you are a household or business water
consumer in England and Wales, you can count
on us to fight your corner and make sure you get
the best service possible from your water
company or retailer.

water and sewerage services and support
customers with complaints that they have been
unable to resolve with their supplier. Since
2005 we’ve handled about 400,000 complaints
and enquiries and helped to return £29 million
in financial redress to household and business
customers.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

Securing the best outcomes for all water
consumers – present and future

AFFORDABLE
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Our priorities
Our work in 2018/19 centred around four broad
themes which emerged from what consumers
told us mattered most to them. Our annual
review takes a closer look at what we were
able to achieve for consumers in each of these
priority areas.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

Our four strategic priorities for consumers
were:
• Advocate for affordable charges that all
current and future consumers see as fair
and value for money.

• Press companies for safe, reliable water
and wastewater services that all
consumers can trust now, and in the long
term.

5
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• Shape the water sector by informing and
engaging all consumers so that
consumers’ voices are acted upon by
decision makers and the industry.

I was thoroughly pleased with the way
CCWater conducted themselves with my
complaint against my water company after
they fitted a new water meter for my
premises, which subsequently leaked causing
nearly £2,000 in water charges – all of which
they expected me to pay for. Best wishes to
CCWater, I hope you can serve others just as
well as myself.
- Mr D

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

• Challenge companies to provide their
service right first time, protect
household and business consumers when
things go wrong and provide an
easy-to-access service for all.

We cost each bill payer 21p in England and Wales during 2018/19 and in return we were able to deliver a wide range of benefits for consumers,
including:

JUST OVER £10 MILLION IN POTENTIAL WELFARE
BENEFITS – identified for thousands of struggling
households who used our benefits calculator.

533,000 LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS RECEIVING LOWER
BILLS – after we worked with water companies to boost
take-up of social tariffs by 36 per cent.
MORE THAN 11,000 COMPLAINTS - about water
companies and retailers that we helped household and
business customers try to resolve and seek redress where
appropriate. We also handled 28,000 calls covering a wide
range of enquiries, issues and advice.
65 FORMAL INVESTIGATIONS - we carried out where we
felt a water company or retailer had not delivered a fair
outcome for customers. More than half of these resulted in
customers receiving financial redress or other action being
taken.

322 MILLION – total audience that potentially read,
watched or heard our consumer advice and insight during
another unprecedented year of media coverage.

4 MAJOR RESEARCH REPORTS – we commissioned to aid
our understanding of consumers’ views and influence the
water industry, regulators and governments to develop
services and policies that reflect the needs and
expectations of consumers.

INFORMING &
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You can read more about how we used your money to fund our work in our Annual Report and Accounts 2018/19.

RELIABLE WATER &
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£2 MILLION IN FINANCIAL REDRESS – we secured for
consumers that sought our help resolving a complaint.
Since 2005 we’ve returned £29 million to aggrieved
consumers.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

MORE THAN £19 MILLION IN POTENTIAL SAVINGS – for
the households that used our water meter calculator to
see if they might be better off switching to a water
meter.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

Our year in numbers
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AFFORDABLE CHARGES
Advocate for affordable charges that all current and future
consumers see as fair and value for money.
7

OUR TOP 3 WINS FOR CONSUMERS:

SUMMARY - WHAT WE DELIVERED:
•

Challenged water companies to tackle
consumers’ concerns over the fairness and
affordability of their bills.

•

Worked with water companies, the
media and other partners to ensure
533,000 low-income households
received bill reductions through social
tariff schemes – up 36 per cent on the
previous year.

•

Helped more than 3,200 people
identify potential annual welfare
entitlements totalling £10.1 million

Supported efforts to ensure more
consumers in vulnerable circumstances get
access to the additional support they need
from water companies.

WHAT WE DID IN DETAIL:
Challenging companies to provide a fairer deal
All of us want to be treated fairly by businesses
that provide us with the essential services our
lives rely on. If people don’t think they are
getting a fair deal it can change their entire
view of a service provider – and water is not
immune to this. Over the past seven years, the
industry’s performance on fairness of charges
has been unimpressive. Companies have
struggled to bridge the gap between household
customers’ high levels of satisfaction with
service, and underwhelming perceptions of
fairness and value for money.
It’s a trend which continued in the summer
of 2018 when we published our Water Matters
survey, one of the largest independent annual
studies of household customers’ views on their

We capitalised on the widespread media
interest in our report to challenge the industry
to confront the root causes of dissatisfaction
with the fairness and value for money of
charges. Companies were warned that they
risked undermining their credibility in the eyes
of consumers if they failed to prioritise this
issue. The industry should set about this task
by building a stronger relationship with its
customers, while making every contact with
them count. That means keeping them better
informed all year round, not just when problems
occur. Providing clear, accessible information
about the issues customers care about,
including how their bills might be funding
improvements to the network and reducing
leakage, can also help increase people's trust in
water companies.
In the coming year we will be providing fresh
guidance for water companies on how to bolster
customers’ perceptions of fairness and value
for money through a range of practical tips. We
hope companies will act on our advice, which
we believe can go a long way to building a
stronger relationship between the industry and
the people it serves.

INFORMING &
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• Potential annual water bills savings of
£19.7 million for some of the
thousands of people who used our
water meter calculator.

•

Attracted more than 300,000 visits to our
water meter calculator to help
consumers identify potential bill savings
totalling £19.7 million through switching to
a meter.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

• £10.1 million in potential welfare
benefits identified through our Benefits
Calculator.

•

water and sewerage services. Nine out of 10
consumers told us they were satisfied with their
water supply and sewerage service, but only
about 6 out of 10 believed what they were being
charged was fair.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

• 533,000 low-income households
receiving financial help with bills
through social tariff5 schemes – an
increase of 36 per cent compared on
2017/18.

through our Benefits Calculator.

AFFORDABLE
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Affordable charges

Social tariff schemes are provided by water companies and can substantially reduce the bills of eligible low-income households.
They are predominantly funded through a cross-subsidy of other customers.

5
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Widening the net of support for customers
struggling to pay

The positive progress was highlighted in our
affordability report Water for All, published in
October 2018, but there was also a note of
caution. We warned that the growth of social
tariff schemes remained heavily constrained
by other customers’ willingness to fund them.
Without a fresh injection of funding, these
schemes would not be able to reach
three-quarters of customers who need support.
We repeated our call for more companies to

INFORMING &
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Few organisations are better placed than us
to understand the pressures facing households
in financial hardship and those worried about
their ability to pay their water bills. The scale
of the problem is evident through the thousands
of conversations we have with customers every
year. Often it boils down to low income, as
customers struggle to keep pace with the rising
cost of household and other essential bills.

Only three water companies – Dŵr Cymru Welsh
Water, United Utilities and Yorkshire Water – use
some of their own profits to help fund their
social tariffs. But we will keep making the case
for other companies to follow their lead, so
fewer people on a low income are left high and
dry.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

We applauded the efforts of companies in
Wales to maintain these consistently high
scores across many measures but also
highlighted areas for improvement. Customers
in Wales are less likely than those across the
border to contact their water company when
they encounter a problem. That suggests the
companies in Wales may have more to do to
improve their communication with customers
and make every contact count.

pour some of their own profits into expanding
the reach of their schemes, rather than relying
on the goodwill of other customers to subsidise
them.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

Once again our Water Matters report revealed
customers in Wales were significantly more
satisfied than households in England with most
aspects of their water company, including
service, value for money and fairness.
Households in Wales also scored their water
company higher on levels of trust, although
this was an improving picture across both
countries.

No-one should have to worry about struggling to
afford something as essential as water but that
is the reality facing around 3 million households.
It’s why we continue to demand much more
from companies in providing a lifeline to
households before they sink into debt. Our
campaigning and collaboration with the industry
has been a catalyst for the growth in take-up
of social tariffs. These largely customer-funded
schemes can substantially cut the bills of
low-income households, in some cases by as
much as 90 per cent. However, their potential
impact has been hampered by two major
obstacles - low awareness and funding. We’ve
made considerable headway in overcoming the
first of these challenges by supporting the
industry in promoting the schemes and enabling
good practice to be shared across the sector.
Extensive media coverage – backed up by a
regular stream of tips and advice on social
media – helped us to raise awareness of the
support available to cash-strapped households.
These efforts continued to bear fruit with a
further 36 per cent rise in the number of
households registering for social tariffs in
2018/19, taking the overall number to 533,000.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

IN WALES:

9

Raising awareness of WaterSure

More than 3,200 people used the Benefits
Calculator during the year to navigate the
complex welfare system and identify potential
annual benefit payments totalling £10.1 million.
Over 800 consumers also used the Grant Search
Tool, to search a pool of more than 3,000
charitable funds for financial assistance.
Water meter calculator savings flow past £19
million
When it comes to cutting the cost of utility bills,
water might not immediately spring to mind as
a source of savings – especially as households
are not able to shop around like some other

The calculator has enjoyed enormous success
and once again rode a wave of media interest
which saw if repeatedly feature on national and
regional TV, radio and in newspapers. There
was a large spike in visitors during January
2019 when it was promoted on the Martin Lewis
Money Show’s bill-busting special. Money-saving
expert Martin Lewis used the calculator live on
air to tot up the potential savings an audience
member could make opting for a meter.
By the end of the year our calculator had been
used more than 300,000 times and had helped
households identify total potential savings
estimated at £19.7 million.
Learning lessons from the Beast from the East
Vulnerability is about much more than just
financial hardship and our work continued to
reflect the broad spectrum of short and
long-term challenges facing consumers in a wide
range of circumstances. Water companies have
a responsibility to ensure no-one is
disadvantaged in accessing their services due to
a disability, medical condition or other
circumstances that could prove to be an

10
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We continued to use the media and our other
communication channels to raise awareness of
WaterSure among customers who may be
eligible but missing out on support. A
growing number of customers that were

One of the great success stories in our efforts to
help customers that are struggling to make ends
meet has been our partnership with
poverty relief charity Turn2Us. Three years ago
we teamed up with the organisation to launch
a Benefits Calculator and Grants Search Tool on
our website. Both have the potential to unlock
sources of income for people in financial
hardship so they can stay on top of water and
other household charges.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

Long before companies’ social tariffs emerged
as a source of financial assistance, the statutory
scheme WaterSure was providing support to
customers in specific circumstances. To be
eligible a customer has to pay metered charges,
receive certain welfare benefits and either have
three or more children or live with someone
who uses a lot of water due to a medical
condition. The scheme caps a customer’s bill so
they don’t pay a penny more than the average
metered charge.

Delivering benefits from our online tools

utilities. However, our water meter calculator
has helped hundreds of thousands of
consumers tap into the potential benefits of
switching to a water meter. Not everyone will
be able to cut their bill but, in some cases,
people find they can save hundreds of pounds.
Our calculator helps customers to quickly check
whether it might be worth taking the plunge
and wave goodbye to unmetered charges.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

We worked with both water companies in
Wales to help promote their social tariffs and
wider assistance schemes. Dŵr Cymru Welsh
Water has been one of the most successful
companies when it comes to helping those
struggling to afford bills through its social
tariff. But its success has resulted in the
scheme running short of funding, despite
the company putting in funding from its own
profits. The company proposed changes to
the scheme’s eligibility criteria to address the
funding shortfall. We convinced Welsh Water
to soften the bill impact on those households
that could lose out as a result of the changes.

previously helped through the scheme are now
assisted by social tariffs, which provide
larger bill reductions. In spite of this, the
overall number of customers receiving help
through WaterSure continued to grow and by the
end of 2018/19 more than 151,000 households
were registered – almost a 9 per cent increase
on the previous year.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

IN WALES:

We recognised the efforts of the company’s
staff and contractors to keep the majority
of customers on supply, but called on it to
address the concerns raised in our research.
Welsh Water has introduced a range of
measures which we hope will better equip
it to deal with any future disruption. This
included improving its access to supplies of
emergency bottled water during periods of
high demand.

If CCWater had not got involved on my behalf
I really don’t think my voice would have been
heard.
- Miss K
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There is evidence that some water companies
have acted on our concerns and will be better
prepared to help their customers during any
future disruption. But some companies still need

Our charges team also stressed to the regulator
the need for a much wider review of
compensation, which goes beyond just the loss
of water supply and considers the full range of
guaranteed standards that consumers have a
right to expect.

Wales bore the brunt of some of the worst
weather during Storm Emma and the Beast
from the East, which led to almost 21,000 Dŵr
Cymru Welsh Water customers losing their
water supply for four hours or longer. Our
research carried out in June 2018 revealed
that many of these households did not receive
the support they needed from the company
during the disruption. In particular, almost a
third of affected customers said they did not
receive any communication from Welsh Water.
And fewer than one in ten customers living in
vulnerable circumstances claimed to have
received customised support. The findings
also exposed some shortcomings in the
company’s provision of emergency bottled
water.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

We called on the industry to act on our
recommendations which included steps to
provide information quicker and more
effectively to consumers, with more ‘feet on
the ground’ to reach people. Improvements also
needed to be made to the provision of
emergency water through more local water
stations and door-to-door distribution.

Toward the end of 2018/19 we applauded seven
companies for boosting compensation for people
that were affected by any future disruption to
supplies. These companies agreed to
automatically pay out more money to
households who see their supply interrupted for
12 hours or longer. Ofwat proposed the
reforms as part of wider review of the industry’s
handling of the Beast from the East disruption
and we moved quickly to press all companies
to adopt the recommendations, rather than
wait for them to be made legally binding in
the future. The changes were implemented
by Wessex Water, South West Water (including
Bournemouth Water), South East Water, SES
Water, Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water, United Utilities
and Yorkshire Water. Severn Trent Water and
Hafren Dyfrdwy were due to follow suit early
in 2019/20 and there is no excuse for others to
wait any longer.

In Wales:

RIGHT FIRST TIME

In June 2018 we published research which
showed that nine out of ten of customers who
found themselves in vulnerable
circumstances during the disruption did not
receive any additional support from their water
company. Many of the worst affected
companies made life needlessly more difficult
for thousands of their customers through poor
communication and a lack of emergency water
supplies.

to go much further and we’ll continue to make
the case for them to adapt their plans.

AFFORDABLE
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obstacle. Significant progress has been made
in this area by water companies but the whole
industry was given a wake-up call in March 2018
when it was left exposed by the Beast from the
East prolonged spell of freezing weather.
Despite the best efforts of many company
workers to shield customers from the impact of
plummeting temperatures, more than 200,000
customers saw their water supply disrupted.
However, it was the lack of support for some of
the most vulnerable households that caused us
even greater concern.

We continued to work closely with water
companies to improve the consistency and
levels of support that are available to customers
with a wide range of additional needs, while
helping to ensure more households are aware of
this assistance.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

Promoting the growth of Priority Services

demonstrate how water companies can meet
the challenges of delivering support more
effectively; raising awareness of what support is
available and offering the right kind of support
at the right time.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

Our collaboration led to all companies branding
their non-financial assistance scheme Priority
Services. These provide free additional support
to customers who need extra help in accessing
a company’s services or to provide emergency
assistance when their water supply is disrupted.
The number of people registered for water
companies’ Priority Services rose by 22 per cent
to almost 420,000.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

There is still much more work to be done to
improve the way companies support customers,
particularly those faced with transient
vulnerability – a message that came across loud
and clear at our vulnerability and affordability
seminar in November 2018. During the
well-attended session, we explored new ideas
for informing and protecting households, as well
as companies’ roles in safeguarding customers.

INFORMING &
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In the autumn we also published new
guidance for water companies which showed
how improving collaboration, communication
and consistency could help to deliver even
better support for vulnerable households.
The guide uses examples of good
practice from the water industry and beyond to

12

RIGHT FIRST TIME

Challenge companies to provide their services RIGHT FIRST TIME,
protect household and business consumers when things go wrong
and provide an easy-to-access service for all.
13

OUR TOP 3 WINS FOR CONSUMERS:

non-household customers with almost
4,000 complaints and 500 enquiries.
•

• Helped secure £2 million in financial
redress for customers that were let
down by their water company.

Called out poor performing water
retailers with disproportionately high
numbers of complaints to keep up the
pressure on them to improve.

•

Published areas of good practice from our
company assessments on complaint
handling and debt management, which we
shared with the industry.

• Successfully challenged three poor
performing water companies to reduce
high numbers of complaints from their
customers.
SUMMARY – WHAT WE ACHIEVED:
Stepped in to help customers resolve more
than 11,000 complaints against water
companies, and handled 28,000 calls
including enquiries from consumers on a
wide range of issues relating to their water
and sewerage services.

•

Returned £2 million in financial redress to
customers with a grievance against their
water company.

•

Brought about positive change in the
performance of the worst performing
water companies for complaints through
our reporting and use of the media.

Since April 2017 the majority of businesses and
other non-household customers in England have
enjoyed the freedom to switch who provides
their retail water services. These include
billing, meter reading and other
customer-facing services. Choice promised to
deliver a wave of benefits for customers,
including lower bills and services that were
more tailored to meet the specific needs of
different businesses. More than two years on
from the launch of competition and many of
these benefits have been undermined by
problems with service and high numbers of
complaints against some companies.

Supported business and other

In July 2018 we published our first-ever

Of the larger retailers, Castle Water received
the most written complaints from customers
during the first year of the market, based on the
total number of supply points. It was also the
worst performer for complaints made to
CCWater. The relatively poor performance of
Water Plus and Wave resulted in these retailers
also being told by us to get their act together.
There was much better news for customers of
Water2business and Affinity for Business with
these retailers emerging as some of best
performers during year one.
You can see how these companies have
progressed in our year two report which was
published in July 2019 but falls outside this
annual review reporting year.
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•

Complaints continue to hamper retail water
market

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

•

WHAT WE DID IN DETAIL:

Both increases were driven by a small number of
poor performing retailers who were responsible
for a disproportionate share of the rise in
complaints. Almost two-thirds of complaints
made to CCWater related to bills, with many
business customers disputing the amount of
water they had been charged for using.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

• Supported households and businesses
with more than 11,000 complaints.

non-household complaints report, which
exposed some of the best and worst performers
during the initial 12 months of competition. It
revealed that non-household customers made
14,885 written complaints to their supplier
during 2017/18 – up 26 per cent on the previous
year. Customer complaints made to us about
retailers also more than tripled.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

Right First Time

We continued to monitor non-household
complaints during 2018/19 and used our
quarterly liaison meetings with both of the
main suppliers in Wales – and meetings with
Welsh Government – to highlight the relative
performance of these companies, compared
to the retailers in England. We also provided
advice on how the companies in Wales could
improve their communication with business
customers.

INFORMING &
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By the end of 2018/19 our mediation had helped
to secure £1.4 million in financial redress for

The opening of the market in England did not
alter things for non-household customers in
Wales, where Welsh Government opted to
keep the switching threshold to businesses
using 50 megalitres or more a year. However,
we continued to gauge the experiences of
non-household customers in both countries to
provide a complete picture. Our first annual
non-household complaints report, published
in July 2018, showed that Dee Valley Water –
later to become Hafren Dyfrdwy – was one of
the best performing companies. Welsh Water
also reported non-household complaint
numbers that were below the average for
England and Wales.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

There were signs by the end of the year that
collaboration between these two parties was
beginning to improve, but we will continue to
push for better communication so complaints
are resolved quickly and seamlessly for
customers.

IN WALES:

That’s the way it should be given how essential
these utilities are for us to live our daily lives.
However, when things do go wrong we expect
water companies to rectify the problem swiftly
and with as little inconvenience and disruption
to the customer as possible. If they fail to do so,
customers can turn to us for help resolving their
complaint and seek appropriate redress from
the company.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

We recognise that wholesalers, which continue
to treat and pump water to business customers
and deal with their wastewater, also have a
significant role to play in resolving issues swiftly.
Retailers reported to us that about 1 in 4
complaints to them involved problems with a
wholesaler. Our consumer relations team also
intervened in many complaints where a
customer was caught in the middle of a dispute
between their retailer and wholesaler.

non-household customers who sought our
assistance with a complaint.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

During the year we held poor performers to
account by publishing quarterly updates on the
number of complaints we had received from
non-household customers. Our regional Chairs
and policy and consumer relations teams also
organised regular liaison meetings with
retailers to understand the root causes of
complaints and explore ways to rectify recurring
problems. Despite our efforts, complaints to us
from non-household customers had risen again
by the end of 2018/19 to 3,987 – a 43 per cent
increase on the previous year. More than half of
the complaints (64 per cent) were from
customers of the two largest retailers – Water
Plus and Castle Water – which is larger than
their combined market share of supply points.

More customers turn to us to complain
Most of the time households do not have to
give their water or sewerage services a second
thought and it’s not often things go wrong.
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Contacts to CCWater
from Customers

2018-19

2017-18

2016-17

2015-16

2,019

9,165

10,699

8,453

Complaints

11,254

9,650

8,715

9,991

65

29

71

8

Formal investigations

Our performance against the targets we set
ourselves in dealing with complaints about
water companies (wholesale and retail
companies) is shown in the table on the next
page. We exceeded our complaint
acknowledgement target but failed to meet our
targets for closing complaints in 20 and 40 working days. The increase in complaints that we
experienced throughout 2018/19 left us with a
backlog, despite bringing in additional resource.
It took us until the third quarter to get back on
an even keel, which affected our closure targets
and customer satisfaction with our service.

Thank you so much for all
your hard work and
helping to fight my corner.
It has been an incredibly
frustrating two and a half
years, but thanks to the
help of CCWater I feel the
issue has finally been
resolved.
- Mr B

INFORMING &
ENGAGING

The number of enquiries we received fell
substantially but our telephone lines remained
just as busy. The reduction was largely due to a
change in our telephone reporting capabilities,
which meant we no longer recorded
transactional enquiries - for instance, someone

calling us to ask for their water company
contact details. More than 80 per cent of
our enquiries were received by telephone in
2017/18, compared to only 40 per cent in the
past year. But we still handled nearly 28,000
calls - up 2,000 on the previous 12 months.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

We received 17 per cent more complaints than
the previous year, due largely to sustained high
complaint numbers from non-household
customers. Complaints to us about retailers
increased by 45 per cent compared to 2017/18.
It’s a trend which can be traced right back to
the early stages of competition in England and
which shows no sign of slowing. The majority of
complaints were about a small number of
retailers, which we worked with to try and
fix the underlying causes and help companies
resolve them at the first point of contact. There
was also a 4 per cent increase in complaints
from households about the services provided by
water companies.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

Enquiries

We have enhanced our reporting to allow us to
better plan for high levels of contact, whether
they can be predicted or not.
Improvements have also been made so we are
more able to deploy additional resource at short
notice. We ended the year in a much stronger
position, with no complaint backlog and achieving the 20 and 40 day targets.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

During 2018/19 we helped people with more
than 11,000 complaints on a wide range of
issues.
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Target Achieved

Acknowledged in 5 working days

2017-18

2016-17

Target Achieved Target Achieved

2015-16
Target Achieved

99.7%

99.5%

99.7%

99.5%

99.6%

99%

99.9%

Closed in 20 working days

80%

76.4%

80%

80%

80%

80.4%

78%

82.4%

Closed in 40 working days

91%

88.7%

91%

92.4%

91%

92.1%

90%

92.6%

Satisfaction with aspects of
CCWater’s complaint handling

2018-19
Target Achieved

we were exceeding our business plan target for
satisfaction with the quality of our overall
service and also saw an improvement across
other measures.
That means we have a strong platform to meet
or potentially exceed our targets in the coming
year.

2017-18

2016-17

Target Achieved Target Achieved

2015-16
Target Achieved

61%

54.7%

61%

63.5%

61%

62.5%

58%

60.4%

Speed

80%

66.4%

80%

69.1%

80%

77.2%

79%

81%

Service

75%

67.9%

75%

73.3%

75%

75.9%

72%

73.8%

Courtesy

93%

93.7%

93%

93.5%

93%

93.6%

90%

92.8%
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INFORMING &
ENGAGING

Outcome of the complaint

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

The unexpectedly high increase in complaints to
us also impacted on our ability to achieve our
customer satisfaction targets. We exceeded our
target for customer satisfaction with our
courtesy but were disappointed to fall short
with overall satisfaction with service,
complaint outcome and speed. However, the
work we undertook during the first half of the
year, including having more flexibility to quickly
adjust our workforce, ensured that satisfaction
with our service increased from September
2018 onwards. By the final quarter of the year

RIGHT FIRST TIME

99.5%

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

2018-19

Percentage of
complaints

6

One of the biggest challenges that faced us
when we were created in 2005 was stemming
the flow of customer complaints, which had
fractured public trust and confidence in water
companies. With complaints rocketing out of
control, we set to work rooting out the
underlying problems and targeting the
industry’s worst performers to bring about
an improvement. More than a decade on and
written complaints have fallen by almost 70
per cent compared to the peak they reached in
2007/08. That positive trend continued when
we published our annual complaints report in
September 2018, which showed that written
complaints had fallen by a further 17 per cent6.
However, we were concerned to see that the
number of calls customers had to make to water
companies to resolve issues – known as
‘unwanted contacts’ – had not fallen over the
last three years.

Fantastic service and
resolution after a very
frustrating six months
of trying, and being
constantly ignored by
my water company
after a burst pipe I
thought I had
protection against
cost me thousands. I
hope I don’t need to,
but I would definitely
seek assistance from
CCWater again.
Consistently kept in
the loop - very happy.
- Mrs B

INFORMING &
ENGAGING

Our work also resulted in £2 million being
returned to customers in financial redress. Since
our creation in 2005 we’ve clawed back £29
million for households and businesses that have
been let down by their water company.

Turning up the heat on bad performers

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

Our investigations led to 32 customers receiving
financial redress, with a further six resulting
in companies having to take some other form
of action. A further 25 customers received an
explanation from their supplier, while the other
two investigations remained open at the time of
compiling this report.

We helped to return more than £37,000 in
financial redress to customers of Dŵr Cymru
Welsh Water and Hafren Dyfrdwy, as we
supported them with complaints against the
two companies.

our concerns and the progress that had been
made. Our targeted approach has been effective
in helping motivate companies to improve their
complaint handling. That proved to be the case
again with all three companies reporting
improvements by the end of the year.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

Water companies usually accept our
recommendations once we get involved in a
customer’s case and the issue can often be
resolved at that stage. However, if we think the
company has not gone far enough even after
its complaints procedure has been exhausted,
we can launch a formal investigation. During
2018/19 we carried out 65 formal investigations
– more than double the previous year’s total. A
small number of retailers were largely
responsible for the increase, as parts of the
non-household water market in England
continued to be hampered by difficulties.
Water Plus accounted for 21 of our
investigations, ahead of Wave (14) and Castle
Water (9).

IN WALES:

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

Investigating companies and securing
compensation

We warned the industry against complacency
and criticised the comparatively poor
performance of Bristol Water, Southern Water
and Surrey-based SES Water. All three companies
were asked to provide us with quarterly reports,
explaining what steps they had taken to address

The complaints data published in September 2018 covered the reporting period of 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018.
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Sharing good practice with the industry
Every year we visit water companies to take a
closer look at how they are handling written

We assessed the complaint handling and debt
management of Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water and
identified eight areas of good practice, as well
as making two recommendations for
improvement. Both of these related to
complaint handling and included ensuring
the company addressed all of the customers’
points in its correspondence, and providing
CCWater with more information on what
follow up action it had taken.

Water companies need to be able to collect
charges effectively so the wider cost to
customers of unpaid bills is minimised. But they
should also be alive to the financial pressures on
some households and circumstances that
demand they adopt a more sensitive, flexible
and compassionate approach. Living with debt
can have devastating consequences on people
and water companies need to be seen as source
of support, not additional pressure.
We reviewed the performance of five water
companies’ debt management and identified 13
areas of good practice, while also making nine
recommendations. These areas of good practice
were shared with the rest of the industry in
our annual overview report. It included making
customers aware of the free meter trial option,
where they might benefit from switching to
metered charges. Companies were also asked
to ensure they signpost customers to the range

INFORMING &
ENGAGING

Dee Valley Water, which was replaced by new
supplier Hafren Dyfrdwy in July 2018, showed
a strong improvement for unwanted contacts
– reducing them by more than a third. But we
were concerned to see more of its customers
make written complaints, due largely to two
operational issues. We will be looking for a
significant improvement from Hafren Dyfrdwy
when we publish our next report in
September 2019.

IN WALES:

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

During the year we also continued to monitor
an increase in debt management-related
complaints from Welsh Water customers. Our
team in Wales worked with the company to
help improve their tone of voice in
communicating with customers.

We assessed how well three companies handled
written complaints they received in the year
and made four recommendations, as well as
identifying seven areas of good practice. The
recommendations included ensuring companies
address every point raised by a customer in
their response and tightening up the process so
a complaint does not get lost between different
departments.

of assistance schemes that could help them get
their finances back on track.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water continued to make
good progress in reducing written complaints,
which fell by 42 per cent in 2017/18.
However, the company did see an increase
(8.7%) in unwanted contacts. It remained just
below the level where we would ask a
company to provide us with quarterly progress
reports. While we are pleased to see written
complaints fall, more must be done to
reduce the need for customers to contact it
by telephone because they have been
inconvenienced.

complaints and managing the accounts of
customers who are in debt. A sample of 25
written customer complaints and 25 accounts
where the customer is in arrears are reviewed
as part of the assessment.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

IN WALES:
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SAFE AND RELIABLE WATER AND WASTEWATER
SERVICES
Press companies for safe, reliable water and wastewater services
that all consumers can trust now and in the long term.
20

OUR TOP 3 WINS FOR CONSUMERS:

• Campaigned to raise awareness of the
need to save water and helped
consumers access practical advice
during the summer heatwave.
• Raised awareness of the need to look
after your loo and keep unflushable
products out of the drains and sewers.

•

Joined the war on plastic by promoting the
benefits of tap water and supporting the
first-ever National Refill Day7.

•

Waged war on the Unflushables and helped
consumers take better care of our drains
and sewers.

•

Used our research to understand the
pinch-points in companies’ response to
operational incidents and what can be
done to help customers when services are
disrupted.

•

Improving the way companies deal with
disruption

Shone a light on some companies’ failure
to meet leakage targets and demanded
urgent action be taken.
Sponsored another successful Water Saving
Week campaign to help raise awareness
of the importance of valuing and saving
water.

•

Highlighted how the industry can improve
the way it supports customers during
supply interruptions and sought changes to
companies’ existing plans.

•

Supported the development of the
national Love Water campaign to bring

There was some evidence that the four
companies that had raised the biggest concerns
in Ofwat’s review – Thames Water, Severn Trent,
South East and Southern Water – had started to
take steps to tackle our concerns in their action
plans. But as we headed into another winter, we
remained unconvinced that some had gone

National Refill Day is an annual campaign which aims to reduce plastic waste by encouraging people to ditch plastic bottles in favour
of a reusable bottle that can be topped up at thousands of free Refill points. The campaign and Refill scheme is led by charity City to
Sea.
8
Ofwat’s Out in the Cold report is available to read in full here.
7
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INFORMING &
ENGAGING

•

One of the biggest challenges facing the water
industry is adapting to our changing and more
unpredictable climate in a way that ensures all
of us continue to receive a reliable supply of tap
water. That was apparent throughout 2018 when
the heavy snow and severe drop in temperature
during March’s Beast from the East gave way to
one of the hottest and driest summers on
record. These extremes provided the backdrop
to a difficult year for many water companies, as
weaknesses in their planning and infrastructure
were exposed.

Our research and recommendations were fed
into the regulator Ofwat’s own review8, which
resulted in all of the affected companies having
to draw up action plans to address their failings.
Companies were told by us to act on our
research findings and recommendations,
including making information available quicker
and more effectively for consumers and
improving the provision of emergency water
through more local water stations and
door-to-door distribution.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

WHAT WE DELIVERED:

WHAT WE DID IN DETAIL:

Throughout the year we held the industry to
account and early in 2018/19 we published
research which revealed the extent to which
thousands of households and businesses had
been let down by some companies’ poor
handling of the Beast from the East and Storm
Emma disruption. More than 200,000
customers lost their supply of water for four
hours or longer, but many told us their
difficulties had been compounded by a lack of
support and communication. Among the worst
affected were customers in vulnerable
circumstances, with more than nine out of ten
saying they had not received any additional
support from their supplier.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

• Exposed poor performing water
companies for failing their leakage
targets and demanded the industry
take urgent action to improve.

about lasting changes in the way we value
and use water.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

Safe and reliable water and wastewater services

We make no apologies for being one of the few
organisations to repeatedly question the
performance and ambition of water
companies on leakage. Not only does leaky
pipework irritate consumers, it also dampens
their enthusiasm to save water when they can
see their water company dragging its heels in
fixing leaks.

Companies that fail to meet their targets when
the next annual update is published this summer
can expect to face further challenge and
scrutiny from us.
IN WALES:

Sharing our love of water
Our lives depend on water but its future

Another dry winter and start to 2019 means that
many of the same challenges may
resurface again later in the year, which
underlines the importance of us using water
wisely all year round. That’s why throughout
2018/19 we took every opportunity to help
people to value water and identify ways to save
in the home, garden and at work. Our
sponsorship of Water Saving Week during the
spring of 2019 provided us with a great platform
to reinforce these messages. The campaign is
spearheaded by Waterwise but involves many
water companies, regulators, environmental
groups and charities all working together to
highlight the importance of valuing water.
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INFORMING &
ENGAGING

We highlighted Dee Valley Water’s failure to
meet its leakage target in our annual
resilience report, published during the
summer of 2018. The company – which
became new supplier Hafren Dyfrdwy - came
up short despite reporting one of the
largest leakage reductions in England and
Wales. We challenged the company and other
poor performers through the media and our
private and public committee meetings with
companies in Wales. Our team made clear that
we wanted to see a significant improvement
when Hafren Dyfrdwy publishes its 2018/19
results this summer.

The delicate balancing act water companies
face in meeting our needs and protecting the
environment was evident during the sweltering
summer of 2018, which briefly threatened to
impose a hosepipe ban on households across the
north-west of England. We joined the industry
in encouraging people to reduce their use as
temperatures and demand for water soared. Our
messages and advice for consumers was shared
across social media and during a steady stream
of media interviews.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

During the summer it emerged that nine water
companies had failed their leakage targets in
2017/18, including Severn Trent, Yorkshire
Water, Bristol Water, Dee Valley Water, Essex
and Suffolk Water, Cambridge Water, South
Staffs Water, Thames Water and Portsmouth
Water. More than 3.1 billion litres of water had
seeped away in England and Wales every day
– an increase of 1.5 per cent on the previous
year. The announcement risked undermining the
efforts of companies to encourage consumers to
use less water, as the industry struggled to keep
up with increased demand during one of the
hottest summers on record. But the heightened
media interest also gave us an opportunity to
turn up the heat on poor performers, who had
failed to grasp the fact that leakage matters to
customers. It was a message echoed in our
annual resilience report which painted a
picture of poor performance from too many
companies on leakage, supply interruptions and
efforts to reduce individual consumption. It
showed that the average amount of time

We supported Ofwat’s challenge for companies
to reduce leakage by at least 15 per cent
between 2020 and 2025 as part of the 2019 Price
Review, but warned the industry that action
should start immediately given the growing
demands on our resources.

depends on us becoming more water efficient
and in doing so help alleviate the pressure on
our lakes, rivers and streams. Climate change
and the demands of a growing population are
putting our water resources under enormous
pressure, and threatening irreparable damage
to the natural environment where we source our
tap water.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

Hot weather turns up the heat on poor
leakage performers

customers had been left without water had
more than doubled to 22 minutes, due largely to
March’s cold weather disruption.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

far enough or showed sufficient urgency.

By the end of 2018/19 the campaign was
beginning to take shape and it was due to be
launched in the summer of 2019, backed by
CCWater and other partners across the sector
and beyond.

The Water Strategy for Wales sets out Welsh Government’s vision to ensure the country continues to have a thriving water
environment, which is sustainably managed and helps to promote healthy communities, flourishing businesses and the environment.
9
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Our team also continued to call for the
creation of a Wales water efficiency action
plan, as part of the review of the Water
Strategy for Wales9, and we offered to
collaborate on the establishment of a Water
Efficiency Roundtable in Wales.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

Working alongside other industry stakeholders,
including water companies, academics and
environmental organisations, we were also
instrumental in developing a sector-wide
campaign called Love Water. Jointly led by the
Environment Agency and Water UK, it aims to
help people of all ages to value and protect our
water resources through changing our
attitudes and behaviour. Our involvement
primarily focused on developing the campaign
messages, which we hope will help everyone

better understand why our individual actions
matter.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

During the week we shared a wealth of
resources and advice for consumers across social
media on how to reduce their use, including a
blog post on how to spot and fix a leaky toilet.
The campaign’s messages reached a potential
audience of 27 million users on Twitter alone.

Safeguarding the future of our water
resources in Wales was never far from our
agenda as we met regularly with companies to
scrutinise their work. In December 2018 we
explored the potential benefits and pitfalls
of Wales sharing more of its resources with
England during our Board meeting in public,
which was held in Cardiff. Extending the use
of water transfer schemes is just one of a
number of options being considered by water
companies as they look to protect supplies
from the increasing demands of a changing
climate and growing population. Dŵr Cymru
Welsh Water and Hafren Dyfrdwy both gave
presentations on the potential impact on
consumers and the environment and our
discussions were featured on BBC Wales. We
will continue to encourage companies to work
together to make the best use of our
resources, but not at an unacceptable cost to
consumers or the environment in Wales.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

IN WALES:

INFORMING &
ENGAGING

10

I can confirm we
received the cheque
from our water company.
We would like to thank
you for all your support
on this delicate matter
and we appreciate all
you did for us to get this
to a resolution.
- Mrs A

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

Poor access is often cited as the biggest
obstacle to people topping up with tap water
when they head outdoors, but the war on plastic
waste has started to change that. It has helped
to fuel the rise of Refill stations across the
country and with it the demand for tap water.
The scheme – which is run by charity City to Sea
– enables people to fill up their reusable bottle
with free tap water at hydration points across
the country. These are housed in about 20,000
cafes, shops, airports, train stations and other
locations across the UK, which can be quickly
found using a downloadable app. It’s hoped
the rapid rise of Refill will help to turn the
tide of plastic waste which has already caused
huge damage to our oceans, wildlife and other
habitats. Campaigners aim to prevent a billion
plastic bottles going to landfill by 2025.

Our support for Refill continued to gather
momentum too and we publicly backed the
launch of the inaugural National Refill Day in
September 2018. Consumers were encouraged
to get into the habit of carrying a reusable
water bottle to top up at one of the thousands
of hydration points mapped out on the Refill
app. Our ambition is to get even more actively
involved with Refill and explore ways we can
work together to encourage more people to
enjoy the benefits of tap water.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

More than nine out of ten households tell us
they are satisfied with the water supply piped
to their home – and they have good reason to
be. Our drinking water is subjected to millions
of stringent tests every year to check that it
meets some of the highest standards of quality
in the world. Standards have been consistently
high over the past decade, with almost 100 per
cent of samples passing with flying colours. That
might explain why about two-thirds of us will
not hesitate to reach for the tap to quench our
thirst at home, but it’s a different story when
we leave the house10. Our research shows
fewer than one in five of us will turn to the tap
when we’re on the move, with many more
opting to buy bottled water instead.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

Supporting the Refill revolution

Consumer Attitudes to Tap Water and Using Water Wisely – CCWater report 2016
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We welcomed the good progress made by the
industry but warned against complacency, with
the need to ensure that companies continue to
invest heavily to withstand the pressure posed
by our changing climate and growing
population. Given the enormity of these
challenges, we were surprised and disappointed
to see the Water UK-led 21st Century
Drainage Programme Board disbanded early in
2019. The group had provided a great platform
for sewerage companies, governments,
regulators, consumer and environmental groups
to plot a course for a sustainable sewer and
drainage network. Encouraging progress had

We have advocated for the increased use of
SuDS as a sustainable means of easing the
pressure on our sewer network and reducing
the risk of flooding.

INFORMING &
ENGAGING

No-one should have to suffer the trauma of
seeing their home flooded with sewage,
destroying possessions and memories that
cannot be easily replaced. It’s hard to imagine
a more serious service failure and that’s why
we’ve pushed companies hard to reduce the
risk. Positive progress has been made with
consumers now eight times less likely to
suffer sewer flooding than they were in the
early 1990s. That was reflected in our resilience
report published in summer 2018, which showed
that internal flooding incidents had fallen
by more than a third during the previous 12
months. Flooding of areas outside of properties
also decreased by a similar margin, with

Yorkshire Water the only company to report an
increase.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

Keeping our sewers flowing

We welcomed the introduction of new
regulations by Welsh Government which will
help promote the growth of sustainable
drainage systems (SuDS) for surface water.
It means that all new developments in Wales
of more than one dwelling house, or where
the construction area is 100 square metres
or more, must have a sustainable drainage
system for surface water. These will have to
be built in accordance with statutory SuDS
standards and approved by the local authority
before construction begins.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

IN WALES:

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

been made across several areas that would
have benefitted people and customers who are
affected by flooding from the sewers. It’s
imperative this momentum is not lost and we
will look at ways we can build on the strong
foundations laid by the group.
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There were much more encouraging
developments in the battle to make product
labelling clearer for consumers over what
disposable wipes can be safely flushed down the
loo. Efforts to convince some
manufacturers to drop the claim that their
products were ‘flushable’ made little headway.
But the industry responded by launching a new
Fine to Flush label which can be awarded to
manufacturers whose products past stringent
laboratory tests. We supported its launch in
January 2019 with the message that it had the
potential to make things much clearer for
consumers. By the end of 2018/19 only one
product had been awarded the industry
standard and until more hit supermarket shelves
we will continue to advise consumers to only
flush pee, poo and paper.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

Making sure consumers are better informed
about how to look after their drains and sewers
is a key part of alleviating the threat of
blockages. And research we published in the
run-up to Christmas 2018 confirmed the sector
still has much more to do to raise awareness
and change behaviour. It showed that one in five
people still put leftover fat, oil and grease from
cooking down the kitchen drain or sink – with
people aged 18 to 34 the most likely to pour
it down the plughole. The findings attracted
considerable interest from the media, as we
took the opportunity to remind households of
the importance of binning leftovers from their
festive cooking.

in changing consumers’ behaviour but we were
disappointed at the lack of progress.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

About £100 million a year is spent by the
industry clearing sewer blockages caused by
items which have no place in our sewers. Most
frequently these ‘unflushables’ include wet
wipes, nappies, cotton buds and leftover fat,
oil and grease from cooking. The huge costs
involved in dealing with these blockages are
passed onto to customers through their bills. But
that doesn’t even begin to reflect the enormous
cost to the environment or those left to deal
with the aftermath of sewer flooding.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

Wiping out the threat of the ‘unflushables’

INFORMING &
ENGAGING

We also continued to make the case for a
national awareness-raising campaign through
our efforts helping to lead the sewer misuse
stream of work, which flowed out of the 21st
Century Drainage Board. Bringing together
sewerage companies, environmental and
customer groups could have a greater impact
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INFORMING AND ENGAGING ALL CONSUMERS AND STAKEHOLDERS
Shape the water sector by informing and engaging all consumers so
that consumers’ voices are acted upon by decision-makers and the
industry.
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OUR TOP 3 WINS FOR CONSUMERS:

• Actively represented and championed
the interests of water consumers to UK
and Welsh Government and
Parliamentarians from across the
political spectrum.

SUMMARY – WHAT WE ACHIEVED:
•

Capitalised on heightened political and
media scrutiny of the water sector to
champion the interests of consumers in
high-profile national media across 2,100
individual pieces of coverage.
Stepped up direct engagement with a
range of stakeholders including UK and
Welsh governments, HM Opposition, Ofwat
and other regulators, Water UK, campaigning organisations and trade unions.

•

Our website provided advice and support

•

Broadened our public engagement to
increase public participation in our Board
meetings and ensure customers were
represented in crucial changes to water
supplies.

WHAT WE DID IN DETAIL:
Responding to public scrutiny of the water
industry
Leakage, resilience and executive pay were
among the key issues that intensified public and
political scrutiny of the water industry during
2018/19. Our quick response to unfolding events
enabled us to secure unprecedented media
coverage to champion the interests of
consumers. We put spokespeople forward to
appear on national and regional media to
discuss the impact that these issues can have on
consumer perceptions of the water sector. The
media also provided us with a powerful platform

The sudden freeze and rapid thaw of Storm
Emma and the Beast from the East in early 2018
were quickly followed by a summer of high
temperatures and low rainfall, bringing the
water industry’s resilience, attitudes to leakage
and efforts to reduce water consumption to the
fore. We were a vocal advocate for the
consumer throughout, using the increased public
focus on the industry to highlight our
recently-published research, including the
Water Matters annual tracker survey and a
resilience report entitled Water, Water
Everywhere? Delivering resilient water and
wastewater services.
There were numerous appearances on
high-profile media including BBC Breakfast,
Newsnight and Radio 4’s Today Programme, as
well as features in high-profile national
newspapers including The Times, Daily
Telegraph and Financial Times.
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INFORMING &
ENGAGING

•

Increased our interaction with consumers
via social media. In the year, 2.58 million
people interacted with our messages by
visiting our pages, liking or sharing our
content. We also launched a new
Instagram channel to increase our online
reach to a range of demographics.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

• Influenced key decisions during the
2019 Price Review that will ensure
customers get more for their money.

•

to shine a light on the industry’s poor
performers and demand improvements from
these companies or risk further reputational
harm. A good example of this came in
September 2018 when we scolded three water
companies – Southern Water, Bristol Water and
SES Water – for their poor performance in our
annual complaints report. By the end of the
year all three companies had responded
positively to our public challenge to improve
their service.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

• Provided a powerful and influential
voice for consumers across national
and regional media, reaching a
potential audience of 322 million
people.

to more than 436,000 visitors, with our
online water meter calculator helping
300,000 customers to identify potential
savings of £19.7 million.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

Informing and engaging all consumers and stakeholders

Thank you so much for
your invaluable support
in helping me to resolve
my complaint - this
would not have been
achieved without your
input.

- Miss T
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Revising our stakeholder engagement strategy
in early 2018/19 enabled us to strengthen the
organisation’s influence with key contacts in
Parliament, local government, the water sector
and the wider business community. We also took
steps to further cement our strong
relationships with key industry stakeholders –
including Ofwat, the Drinking Water
Inspectorate, each company’s Customer
Challenge Group11 and the Environment Agency –
for the benefit of water consumers.

Our public engagement activity also increased
during the year. Increasing consumer
participation in our public Board meetings was
made possible through the introduction of ‘vox
pops’, allowing members of the public to
submit pre-recorded questions to water
company leadership teams. Meanwhile, we
represented consumer interests in a public
engagement exercise on the Isles of Scilly, which
explored South West Water’s plans to extend its
licence area to include the islands.

We continued to maintain close links with
Welsh Assembly Members, some of whom
attended our Wales Committee meetings in
public. We also met privately with Welsh
Government Ministers to discuss a range of
topics including the 2019 Price Review, the
transition from Dee Valley Water to Hafren
Dyfrdwy and regulations that apply to
landlords in Wales.

Despite our opportunities to engage directly
with Parliamentarians being limited by EU Exit,
we have held several productive meetings with
Customer Challenge Groups (CCGs) are independent local groups of customer representatives and other key stakeholders. They
scrutinise and challenge water companies’ business plans which are submitted as part of the price-setting process.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

Strengthening relationships with key
stakeholders

A programme of meetings with other key
stakeholders, including our counterparts in
Scotland and Northern Ireland, took place
throughout the year. We hosted two customer
issues workshops, which enabled us to engage
with a wide range of stakeholders from the
water sector, Governments, regulators and
environmental and consumer bodies in England
and Wales. Key water industry stakeholders
were also invited along to our private Board
meetings to discuss matters of common interest,
while Board members of Ofwat and the
Environment Agency were invited to attend
networking sessions with our Board to learn
more about each other’s work.

IN WALES:

RIGHT FIRST TIME

As well as the media, political figures paid close
attention to the legitimacy, transparency and
credibility of the water sector in 2018/19. We
provided written and oral evidence to the
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (EFRA)
Select Committee in response to its inquiry into
the regulation of the water industry. The
committee’s report reflected our views on the
need for water companies to show more
ambition in tackling leakage – as well as the
scope for shortening the complaints process –
while the Government’s subsequent response
supported our calls for a phased approach to
compulsory metering.

MPs and members of the House of Lords, as well
as campaign organisations and trade unions.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

In total, our messages were featured in 2,100
media reports, which reached a potential
audience of 322 million.

11
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The most important thing for us is ensuring
that the final price review settlement has the
backing of customers across England and Wales.
That’s why during the summer of 2019 we will
testing Ofwat’s draft decisions on each
company’s price limits, service commitments
and investment to make sure they are acceptable to customers. If they fail to meet customers’ expectations, we will call on the regulator
to make changes that address these concerns
before its final decisions in December 2019.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER
INFORMING &
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As the price-setting process gathered
momentum during 2018/19 we cast a critical
eye over water companies’ business plans in an
effort to ensure their submissions to the
regulator mirrored their customers’ priorities.
We also provided invaluable consumer insight
to Ofwat on the potential impact of bill levels,
financial incentives for companies, affordability
schemes and resilience, while challenging
companies to deliver more of what matters most

One of our early successes in the 2019 Price
Review was convincing Ofwat to get much
tougher on companies’ financing costs, having
long campaigned for a fairer balance between
customers and shareholders. Ofwat’s
assumption on the cost companies will incur in
raising capital to fund their investment in
infrastructure can have a big bearing on
customers’ bills. Even just a 0.1 per cent
increase in the cost of capital can add about £2
to the average bill. For many years the industry
has pocketed a substantial windfall from Ofwat’s over-generous assumption but that may
finally be about to change. In December 2017,
the regulator indicated it had listened to our
concerns and would set its lowest ever
assumption – shaving between £15 and £25 off
the average bill over the next five years.

Our calls for Ofwat to put in place common
performance commitments for each of the
companies to measure their efforts in helping
vulnerable customers were also rewarded. The
regulator confirmed in early 2019 that it would
be introducing a measure based on the
percentage of household customers on each
company’s Priority Services Register (PSR).
Although the proposal did not go as far as we
had advocated, it marked another important
step towards ensuring companies reach more
customers in need of a range of support.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

Few things carry more importance for current
and future water customers than the settlement
that is reached every five years between the
regulator Ofwat and water companies. The price
review sets out the limits on what companies
can charge customers and what they are
expected to deliver in return for that money.
Our job is to make sure that every key decision
is rooted in what customers want, at a price
they find acceptable.

to their customers.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

Securing the best deal for customers at the
Price Review

even tougher and cut a further £1 to £14 off
customers’ bills. The regulator has taken on
board our findings and we’re confident it could
lead to even further bill reductions when the
final decisions are made in December 2019.

We welcomed the move but in the spring of
2019 we presented Ofwat with new independent
analysis, which suggested the regulator could be
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Online channels are a critical platform for us to
interact with the consumers we represent. Our
website continues to provide advice and support
on a wide range of issues, helping consumers to
understand their rights when dealing with water
companies and guiding them in making essential
decisions about their own water use.

Social media remains an important
communications tool, enabling CCWater to
interact daily with consumers, stakeholders and
the media. During the year we broadened our
social media presence and used it to promote
key campaign messages and drive traffic to our
website. More than 2.5 million people
interacted with our messages by visiting our
pages, liking or sharing our content. Our
following on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn
continued to grow, and we launched a new
Instagram channel to further expand our online
reach.

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

Online influence

Our online calculators continue help customers
identify financial support, as well as save water
and money. More than 300,000 people visited
our water meter calculator in 2018/19,
potentially saving over £19.7 million.
Meanwhile, our benefits calculator and grants
search tool helped more than 4,100 people find
financial help or identify additional income
support to which they may be entitled.

RIGHT FIRST TIME

Our very active involvement in Welsh
Government’s PR19 Forum and each
company’s Customer Challenge Group gave us
a strong platform to influence the
price-setting process in Wales. We challenged
both companies over their activities to gauge
customers’ views on some of the most
important aspects of their business plans. We
raised concerns over an apparent lack of
ambition on issues such as supply
interruptions and sewer flooding. We also
discussed the price review and shared our
consumer insights with the Welsh Minister,
warning of the danger of service levels in
Wales falling behind England if both
companies did not show more ambition.

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

IN WALES:

INFORMING &
ENGAGING

In 2018/19, our website was visited by over
436,000 people, with our increased presence on
social media and TV coverage from
money-saving expert Martin Lewis contributing
to a 22 per cent rise in website traffic compared
to the previous year.
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TONY SMITH
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

TOM TAYLOR
WALES CHAIR
(until December 2018)**

ROBERT LIGHT
NORTHERN CHAIR

JULIE HILL
INDEPENDENT MEMBER

You can find out more about each of our Board
members here.
Local Consumer Advocates - LCAs

ROB WILSON
INDEPENDENT MEMBER

DAVID HEATH CBE
WESTERN CHAIR

ALISON AUSTIN OBE
INDEPENDENT MEMBER

We appoint a group of local consumer
advocates (LCAs) who work with our teams
in the English regions and Wales to champion
the interests of customers in their area. LCAs
play a vital role in holding water companies to
account over the services they provide to
local people, as well as ensuring suppliers
take decisions that reflect the views of their
customers. Find out more about out LCAs
here.

*Alan Lovell's term as Chair ended on 31 March, 2019. He was succeeded by Robert Light in June 2019.
** Tom Taylor stepped down from the Board at the end of 2018, with Deputy CEO Phil Marshall fulfilling the duties as acting chair until
a replacement is appointed.
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SIR TONY REDMOND
LONDON AND SOUTH EAST
CHAIR

RELIABLE WATER &
WASTEWATER

PROFESSOR BERNARD CRUMP
CENTRAL AND EASTERN CHAIR

RIGHT FIRST TIME

ALAN LOVELL
CHAIR FOR ENGLAND AND
WALES*

AFFORDABLE
CHARGES

Our Board 2018-19

Head office:
Consumer Council for Water
1st Floor, Victoria Square House
Victoria Square
Birmingham
B2 4AJ
Visit our website:
www.ccwater.org.uk
Comments and enquiries to:
pr@ccwater.org.uk
Read CCWater’s Operational Business Plan:
www.ccwater.org.uk/publications/obp/
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